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Goals achieved

L’ENA choisit TestWe
A Case Study, with Eric Befort, Chief of Digital
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Digitize final exams
Add more comfort for students when they take their exams
Optimize ENA’s processes
Adapt exams to a more professional approach

The context?
What you should understand, explain Eric Befort, is that
digitizing our exams is an initiative that came first from our
students..
Indeed, year after year, students from different promotions
demanded ENA managers to digitize their exams, notably
in order to adapt their test to their future professional
habits. “We want to be tested in professional situations”
Then, through these numerous demands from students,
ENA managers told us having felt a need to improve
comfort for candidates taking long dissertation exams.

It took 2 years to develop the project notably because of
problematics like equipping rooms with electrical outlets
or having enough laptops for every student. Problematics
that have been solved in the end.
Moreover, apart from students demands, ENA chose to
digitize its exams in order to illustrate the modernization of
the school and the formation it offers to its students.
Starting with its final exams was thus a good start.

Why TestWe?

“ I stumbled upon TestWe 2 years ago, I met
Charles and Clement right away. At that time, I
found TestWe quite simple and efficient” tells Eric
Befort. “Each year I spoke with Charles to follow the
development of TestWe. ”
Eric Befort, Chief of Digital

The Frenchiness of TestWe played an important role. ENA is a French institution that
favours French solutions..
Moreover, TestWe was cited in UGAP, which facilitated the process of research and
insured a certain level of credibility.

Reactions?

“ Using a solution for real lets you realize how difficult
it can be, notably with different OS students use ”
Éric Befort

Finally, it was mission accomplished. ENA digitized its
exam process without notable issues.
”That is thanks to the support of TestWe’s team who
supported us regularly on site and off site during exams
periods” added Befort.
TestWe has been voted unanimously by students and
validated as the new official ENA’s assessment solution.

“ Such a project trigger a lot of motivation and
teamwork,it is an innovative and modern project to
which we are very happy to be part of. ”
Éric Befort

